Math Spring ShowCase on the wizard Leonhard Euler!

By Michael W
Leonard was born in Basel on 15 April 1707 and he died on 18 September 1783.

Born on April 15, 1707, in Basel, Switzerland, Leonhard Euler was one of math's most pioneering thinkers, establishing a career as an academy scholar and contributing greatly to the fields of geometry, trigonometry and calculus, among many others. He was very skilled and talented with these math skills and was the 2nd best to Newton.

Leonardo’s father was a pastor at a church

He served in the US Navy before being a professor at a college.
Leonhard Euler creation’s and inspiration on math.

He’s known for his work in mechanics, fluid dynamics, optics, astronomy, and music theory. He studied this when he was a professor in college he even studied this when he was in college himself.

He introduced much of the modern mathematical terminology and notation, particularly for mathematical analysis, such as the notion of a mathematical function. These notations had to do with graphing and the y axis.

His work was very well done and he did lots of studies on different types of math like graphing fluid x-y axis and more.
How he created mathematical skills and what did he study first.

He created science and art for math first then he study the y over x axis and he started to study graphs and lining after he study the work of science and art for math.
End of his Life

He went completely blind at 64. And Leonhard died on 18 September 1783. He was honored and achieved by his great work and inspiration on math.

Leonardo presented a lot of mathematical skills to people and had lots of knowledge and talent with it.

He is famous for working on fluid dynamics, mechanics, optics, and astronomy.
Leonhard Euler century and love for Mathematics.

Euler was one of the most eminent mathematicians of the 18th century and is held to be one of the greatest in history. He was held the 2nd greatest of the 18th century out of Issac Newton. And he studied numerous fields of math. People would call him the math wizard, since he studied lots of ways and studies on how math can be advanced and how students can learn these in school.
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